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PRESENTS

FARQUHAR'S
The Beaux' Stratagem

Monday, August 8th and Tuesday, August 9th - Banff Avenue Auditorium
Wednesday, August 10th - Jubilee Auditorium, Edmonton
Thursday, August 11th - Allied Arts Theatre, Calgary
Directed by FRANCIS HODGE
Assistant to Dr. Hodge - D. R. STOLL

PROLOGUE ............................................ John Bayliss, Calgary, Alberta

BONNIFACE .......................................... Mort Van Ostrand, Calgary, Alberta

CHERRY, his daughter ............................ Heather Duncan, Eugene, Oregon
Tuesday and Thursday

Mary Pirie, Hamilton, Ontario
Monday and Wednesday

THOMAS AIMWELL ................................. Jim McQueen, Killeen, Texas

FRANCIS ARCHER ................................. Robert Graham, Houston, Texas

TAPSTERS ............................................ Allan Curtis, Brandon, Manitoba

Sergio Tonin, Coaldale, Alberta

DORINDA, Lady Bountiful's daughter ......... Mary Cane, Toronto, Ontario
Monday and Wednesday

Eleanore Lindo, Scarborough, Ontario
Tuesday and Thursday

MRS. SULLEN,
Lady Bountiful's daughter-in-law ............... Iona Findlay, Toronto, Ontario

SULLEN, a country blockhead .................... George Szewczyk, Kitchener, Ontario

SCRUB, his servant ............................... David Stein, Vancouver, B.C.

GIBBET, a highwayman ............................ John Bayliss, Calgary, Alberta

FOIGARD,
chaplain to the French officers ............... Oswald Whitten, Gladstone, Manitoba

COUNT BELLAIR .................................... Don Keith, Regina, Saskatchewan

WOMAN ............................................. Kay Boyd, Edmonton, Alberta

Written by GEORGE
For Her Majesty's
At The Queen's The
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1707 by FARQUHAR

Sworn Comedians
in the Haymarket

Costumes by SHIRLEY POTTER and BAMBI STOLL
Make-up by GERARD J. BARIL
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L. FUNTEK
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BAGSHOT ........................................ Richard Butler, Winnipeg, Manitoba
HOUNSLOW ...................................... Richard Noonan, Otrawa, Ontario
SIR CHARLES FREEMAN ...................... Donald R. Stoll, Austin, Texas
TAPSTERS ........................................ Philip Hendel, Calgary, Alberta
                                      Gerald Pinchuk, Radway, Alberta
                                      Jon Redfern, Lethbridge, Alberta
                                      David Wells, Willowdale, Ontario

SETTING: LICHFIELD, ENGLAND

One intermission of twelve minutes will interrupt the action of the play

AN EPILOGUE TO "THE BEAUX' STRATAGEM"

If to our Play Your Judgement can't be kind,
Let its Expiring Author Pity Find.
Survey his mournful Case with melting Eyes,
Nor let the Bard be dam'd before he dies.
Forbear you fair on his last scene to Frown.
But his true Exit with a Plaudit Crown;
Then shall the dying Poet cease to Fear,
The dreadful knell, while your Applause he hears.

Written by Farquhar for the first performance
of "The Beaux' Stratagem" a few days before his death
PRODUCTION STAFF

Stage Manager - Ken Gibbings, Jr., Toronto, Ontario
Lighting - Robert Lefroy, Calgary, Alberta
Sets constructed by students in the Stagecraft classes supervised by the Stagecraft Assistants under the direction of John W. Graham, Winnipeg, Manitoba and Laszlo L. Funtek, Calgary, Alberta
Costumes - Shirley Potter, Edmonton, Alberta
Wardrobe Assistants - Madeleine Baril, Edmonton, Alberta; Pam Boyd, Edmonton, Alberta; Susan Ideler, Toronto, Ontario; Lois Sales, Calgary, Alberta; Bambi Stoll, Austin, Texas; Therese Tremblay, Edmonton, Alberta
Make-up - Gerard J. Baril, Edmonton, Alberta
Properties - Myfanwy Roddis, Revelstoke, B.C.; Hope Cowie, Clarkson, Ontario
Stage Crew - Garry Gish, Edmonton, Alberta; Mary Glen, Montreal, Quebec; David Miles Smith, Watrous, Saskatchewan

TOUR STAGE CREW

Stage Manager - Ken Gibbings, Jr., Toronto, Ontario
Lighting - Robert Lefroy, Calgary, Alberta
Properties - Myfanwy Roddis, Revelstoke, B.C.
Crew - Garry Gish, Edmonton, Alberta
Costumes - Bambi Stoll, Austin, Texas
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